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Statistics for Short-Term Economic Forecasting
Julius Shiskin
DURING recent years there has been a growing public interest in short-
term business fluctuations. Thus the 1957—58 recession was probably
the most carefully observed recession in U.S. history, and the current
expansion is being followed with similar interest. Each important statistic
issued is studied not only by professional economists and statisticians, but
also by reporters and high government officials, including the President
himself. In a press conference held on April 27, 1958, President Eisenhower
stated,"... certainlythe Federal Government should be terrifically
interested in watching every statistic, every index [that suggests] what the
economy is going to do."
This paper describes a statistical program that takes a step in the
direction of satisfying this interest. It is concerned mainly with principles,
but also describes a reporting and analysis system that has been estab-
lished to follow current business cycle movements, and discusses some
of the problems of improving and extending it.
The problem at hand is short-term economic forecasting, and the
statistics gathered must be geared to this specific problem. The principal
questions that must be answered in short-term economic forecasting
necessarily change as the business cycle moves from one stage to another.
At the beginning of a recession, it is important to know what its duration
and ultimate severity is likely to be if it is permitted to continue without
major countercyclical measures. Also of interest is the rapidity of the
decline and how it compares with rates of decline in previous recessions.
As the recession develops, interest centers on finding signs of an upturn.
During expansions, the important questions are the ultimate extent of
the rise in business activity, the amount of inflation that accompanies it,
and the signs of a downturn that appear as the expansion unfolds.
In order to answer such questions, a statistical program must have:
1. Time series representing all the important economic processes.
NOTE: This paper, completed in October 1959, describes some of the results of
an experiment carried out by the Bureau of the census at the request of the Council of
Economic Advisers. An earlier draft was published in the Proceedings of the Business and
Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association, December 1958.
The writer is under heavy obligation to Raymond J. Saulnier, Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, and Geoffrey H. Moore for helpful advice at every stage
in the studies described in this paper. Constructive criticisms of the manuscript were made
by Thomas R. Atkinson of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Gerhard Bry, and
Murray D. Dessel of the Bureau of the Census.
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2. Data available both at frequent intervals (monthly and, for some
strategic series, weekly) and promptly (within a few days after the
end of the period covered).
3. Data that are seasonally adjusted.
4. For irregular series, data that are smoothed by short-term moving
averages, so that the month-to-month movements reflect primarily the
cycle trend and are not dominated by seasonal or irregular factors.
5. Data that are accurate; the measurement error in the data must not
be so large as to impair the validity of the month-to-month changes
in the seasonally adjusted series.
6. A framework specifically designed for current business cycle analysis;
new tools for organizing and summarizing the data can be used for this
purpose.
Need for Comprehensive Data
A comprehensive system of statistical reporting that is very helpful
in studying economic changes in the economy has been built up over
a long period of time by government and private statistical agencies.
Economic Indicators, for instance, which is prepared once a month by the
Council of Economic Advisers for the Joint Committee on the Economic
Report, contains approximately 125 different current statistical series.
These series cover virtually all aspects of economic activity. In addition,
a great deal of the more detailed information on these processes (for
example, the industry and geographical components of employment)
is published currently in the Survey of Current Business, the Federal Reserve
Bulletin, and other magazines and daily newspapers.
Nevertheless, there are still a few weaknesses and gaps in the data.
Two illustrations will suffice to show how such limitations affect our
studies of the current expansion and why constant review and revision
of the current statistical program is necessary.
Early in 1958, the series on the number of new business incorporations,
published by Dun and Bradstreet, began to rise vigorously. By the end
of 1958 it was apparent that this series was rising more vigorously than
any other important indicator, and also more vigorously than during
any other period of recent history. Ordinarily this series provides a
significant indication of the current state of vitality of American business—
the confidence with which businessmen face the future. It has a good
record as a "leading" series; that is,it has usually turned up around
cyclical revivals and down around cyclical contractions in advance of
the indicators of general business conditions, such as gross national
product, industrial production, and nonagricultural employment. It
led at thirty-one out of the forty-eight turning points (65 per cent) for
which it is available. It has, however, two important limitations. First,
it is quite irregular in its movements. The application of the electronic
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computer program described in Chapter 17 to new business incorpora-
tions shows that from 1947 to 1956 the average month-to-month change
(without regard to sign) in the irregular component was 4.0 per cent
compared to 1.3 per cent in the cyclical component. Second, and perhaps
more important, itis limited to business incorporations. It does not,
therefore, cover new businesses formed by private individual entre-
preneurs and partners, and it includes not only new businesses but also
shifts from one form of business organization to another (see Chapter 13).
Investigation revealed that the vigorous upward movement in 1958
reflected a recent change in the tax law which made it favorable for
individual proprietors and partnerships to incorporate. Thus, it was
impossible to judge to what extent the rise represented a true rise in new
business formation and to what extent it represented only a shift from
one form of business organization to another.
The existing series on all business births (which includes nonincor-
porated as well as incorporated new businesses) has many weaknesses.
Until recently it was semiannual, and only in the last year has it become
available on a quarterly basis. Furthermore, it is not based on a current
data reporting system, but rather on estimates derived from idirect
sources. It is clear that a monthly series on new business formations and
discontinuations, based on a direct reporting system,is required to
measure this important phase of economic activity. The feasibility of
collecting such data in field surveys is now being investigated by the
Bureau of the Census in collaboration with the Office of Business
Economics.
The second example concerns freight carloadings, which had been
one of the most important and reliable indicators of current business
conditions. It had been a good measure of the total flow of merchandise
from sector to sector of the economy. In recent years, however, it has
been losing significance because of the shift of freight business from
railroads to trucks and, to a lesser extent, to aircraft. As a result, during
the period since World War II, this series has had a downward secular
trend. This phenomenon probably accounts forits having shown a
pronounced postwar tendency to turn down before business cycle peaks.
Here, new series are needed on truck loadings, and perhaps air freight
volume, to combine with freight carloadings into a new series on total
freight carried.
For such reasons as these, a frequent review and continued improve-
ment of our current statistical program is required. despite its present
comprehensiveness.
Timing Requirements
The 1948—49 recession lasted eleven months, the 1953—54 recession
thirteen months, and the 1957—58 recession nine months. It is obvious
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that for analyzing movements of such short duration and particularly
for determining appropriate economic policy, statistical data must be
available frequently and promptly.
Whereas annual figures are appropriate for studies of long-term
growth, they cannot be used to study fluctuations that may reverse
themselves within a year. Quarterly data are better, but are still of
limited value. During the 1957—58 recession, for example, only three
quarterly observations became available for study. Monthly data are
more helpful, particularly where they are supplemented by some weekly
series (to make it possible to anticipate the corresponding monthly totals
and to make some judgments of trends within the month). Weekly figures
are particularly useful in the neighborhood of business cycle turning
points.
Weekly, seasonally adjusted figures can be useful even when week-to-
week movements are not in themselves significant. Where weekly figures
are available, four comparisons can be made each month: the first week
of the given month with the first week of the preceding month; the second
week of the given month with the second week of the preceding month;
and so on. Weekly figures can thus provide more current information than
monthly figures, as well as making more frequent current comparisons
possible. A four-week moving average of weekly figures provides more
information than a set of monthly totals and, obviously, more than a
monthly series that covers one week of each month (as most of the series
on employment do).
Furthermore, for studying business cycles the figures must be available
not only frequently, but also promptly. Monthly figures available two
or three months after the end of the month covered cannot be used
effectively in judging the situation today.
During recent years there has been a significant speeding up in the
release of government and other statistical series. The record for some of
the key business indicators is particularly good. Preliminary figures for
many of these series are now available between the tenth and the fifteenth
of the month following that covered by the data. Such series include the
Federal Reserve index of industrial production, the various employment
and unemployment series, retail sales, new orders for durable manu-
factures, personal income, bank debits outside New York City, spot
market commodity prices, and of course stock prices.
Need for Seasonal Adjustments
Seasonal movements dominate the month-to-month fluctuations of
many economic series and distort the month-to-month cyclical movements
of others. In order to overcome this handicap, the series must be season-
ally adjusted.
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An electronic computer time series program has made possible high-
quality seasonal adjustments on a large scale.' During the past few years,
roughly 10,000 different economic series have been adjusted by this
computer program. Virtually all economic series of recognized value in
studying national economic conditions have now been seasonally adjusted.
The electronic adjustments are satisfactory for most series, but not for
all. For example, series that change their level abruptly at times (such as
unemployment and agricultural stocks) are not well adjusted by the
standard computer program. The electronic computer method used for
adjusting the beginning and end years also yields unsatisfactory results
for some series. A technique has not yet been found for handling revisions
of seasonally adjusted series when data for an additional year or two are
added. For these reasons, careful professional review of each series run
through the computer is necessary. Nevertheless, this program represents
a major stride forward in providing data in seasonally adjusted form.
At relatively small cost, it is now possible to get high-quality seasonal
adjustments even for economic analyses involving large numbers of
series.
In addition to the monthly program, an electronic computer tech-
nique for computing weekly seasonal factors and for seasonally adjusting
weekly series has been developed. Many important weekly series—at
least fifty—are available currently.2 Their use has been restricted, how-
ever, because most of them are not seasonally adjusted. Four important
weekly series have recently been adjusted by the computer program:
initial claims for unemployment insurance, steel production, freight cars
loaded, and department store sales (Chart 18.1).
With appropriate manipulations of the original series of observations,
the Census Bureau's electronic computer seasonal program can be used
to eliminate almost any kind of regular short-term fluctuations from time
series. To seasonally adjust weekly series by the electronic computer
program prepared for monthly series, each weekly series is divided into
four separate series, one comprising the first weeks of each month, another
the second weeks of each month, and so on. Each of these four series is
then run through the monthly census seasonal program and the results
are rearranged chronologically into a continuous weekly seasonally
adjusted series. Data for the four missing weeks of each year are obtained
'See Chapter 17; also "Decomposition of Economic Time Series," Science, December
19, 1958, pp. 1539—1546; and "Seasonal Adjustments by Electronic Computer Methods,"
Journal of the American Statistical Association, December 1957, pp. 415—449 (reprinted as
Technical Paper 12 by the National Bureau of Economic Research, New York, 1958).
The program described in this paper was originally prepared for Sperry-Rand's
Univac I. It has now been programmed for the IBM 650, 704, 705, and 709.
2Fora list see Leonard H. Lempert, "Weekly Business Statistics," Proceedings of the
Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association, 1955, pp. 217—218.
602CHART 18.1
Three Seasonally Adjusted Weekly Series, 1956—59
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SOURCE of original data: Initial Claims: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Employ-
ment Security; Steel Production: Iron Age and the National Industrial Conference Board;
Department Store Sales: Federal Reserve Board. Department Store Sales were manually
adjusted for Easter and Christmas prior to seasonal adjustment by machine. The steel
strike in 1956 is indicated by the break in the original data.
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by averaging seasonal factors for the preceding and following weeks. A
similar technique can also be used for adjusting ten-day or semimonthly
series.
Adjustments for the varying dates of Easter and of the introduction of
new automobile models are being made by still another manipulation of
the original observations. Here all the weeks containing Easter, for
example, are aligned regardless of date. The figures for the six weeks
before Easter and for the five after for each year are then juxtaposed.
Hence, they fill out the twelve-term periods required as units for the
electronic computer program. Each of these twelve-week periods is
treated as a year: six or more years are punched on cards and fed through
the program as a continuous time series. Adjustments are then made by
applying the resulting "seasonal factors" in such a way that the same factor
is applied to each of the weeks containing Easter, the seasonal factor for
the previous week is applied to each of the weeks preceding Easter, and
so on. Similar "segment" adjustments can be used to allow for differences
in the date of Labor Day, the date of the introduction of new automobile
models, and so on.
The experiments with such approaches are promising. There can be
no doubt, however, that most of the developmental work on these problems
still lies ahead.
Allowing for Irregular Movements
Even after the seasonal factor is removed from a series, the underlying
trend is not always clear. Short-term irregularities becloud the business
cycle pattern in many series, particularly during the last few months for
which figures are available. The systematic reduction of or allowance
for, such irregularities can improve our understanding of the significance
of recent observations in a time series, especially for short-term fore-
casting.
A method of measuring irregular movements and taking them into
account in analyzing current changes in economic data has been described
elsewhere (see Chapter 17). This approach involves, first, eliminating
the seasonal factor from a series and then breaking down the seasonally
adjusted series into estimates of the cycle-trend and irregular components.
The cycle-trend component measures the underlying more meaningful
business trends, which are considered to be smooth. The irregular com-
ponent measures the residual erratic fluctuations occasioned by a wide
variety of factors: exceptional events, such as unusual weather, strikes,
unexpected political developments, or the failure of a large business
concern, and statistical errors, such as sampling errors, response errors,
and errors caused by defective seasonal adjustments.
Studies show that the average amplitude of the irregular factor
remains about the same regardless of the span between the months
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compared; that is, the average percentage change of the irregular factor
will be about the same when computed for consecutive months (January—
February, February—March, etc.), two-month spans (January—March,
February—April, etc.), three-month spans (January—April, February—
May, etc.), and so on. In contrast, the cycle-trend factor cumulates
uninterruptedly in one direction as the span increases, for periods usually
lasting six months or more (see Table 18.1). For some series the average
amplitudes of the irregular factor are smaller than those of the cycle-
trend even when measured over consecutive months. For most other
economic series, there is some time span at which the average amplitude
of the cycle-trend factor will overtake that of the irregular factor. The
span necessary to obtain a ratio of the average monthly amplitude of the
irregular to the cyclical factor that is below unity may be taken as an
index of the months required for the cyclical factor to become dominant
over the irregular factor, on the average. This index is identified by the
symbol MCD (Months for Cyclical Dominance).
Table 18.2 shows a frequency distribution of MCD for 149 important
U.S. series for the interwar years, 19 19—39, and the period after World War
II. This table provides a broad view of the relations between the irregular
and the cyclical factors in U.S. economic series. It shows that, on a month-
to-month basis, the average change in the irregular factor is larger than
that in the cyclical factor in about 75 per cent of the series; over three-
month intervals it is larger in about 25 per cent of the series; over six-
month intervals it is larger in less than 10 per cent of the series. These
results emphasize the importance of knowing the relative magnitudes of
irregular and cyclical factors in interpreting current movements in
economic series. They indicate that the month-to-month movements of
most seasonally adjusted series are not "cyclically significant"; for most
series, meaningful economic trends are revealed only by comparisons
over three-month or longer spans. For many series, of course, month-
to-month changes are more significant, and this group (with MCD equal
tQ one) includes such important series as the Federal Reserve index of
incTustrial production, employment in nonagricultural establishments,
personal income, the wholesale price index, and manufacturers' in-
ventories. MCD for unemployment is two; for retail sales, new business
incorporations, and new orders for durable manufactures—three; for
temporary layoffs—five; and for liabilities of business failures—six. For a
more complete listing, see Chapter 3, Table 3.8, and Chapter 17, Table
17.3.
Comparisons of the differences between figures a specified number of
months apart are also shown by simple moving averages. For example,
an unweighted three-month moving average is calculated by summing
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dropping the first, adding the fifth month and dropping the second, and
so on (in each case the sum is, of course, divided by three). Thus, in
effect, a moving average series shows changes over varying spans. The
consecutive values of a three-month moving average shows changes over
three-month spans(counting from midmonth to midmonth),e.g.
January—April, February—May, etc.;a four-month moving average
TABLE 18.2
Months Required for Cyclical Factor to Dominate
Irregular Factor in 149 Important Economic Series,
1919—39 and 1947—56
Months Percentage Distribution of
Required for 149 Series According to









For an explanation of MCD, see text and Chapter 17.
shows changes over four-month spans; a five-month moving average
shows changes over five-month spans; and so on. Hence, if the period of a
moving average is selected equal to MCD, the month-to-month movements
in the moving average will just be dominated, on the average, by the cycle-
trend movements in the data.
Empirical studies show that MCD moving averages all have about the
same degree of smoothness. Consequently, MCD moving averages of
highly irregular series, such as temporary layoffs and liabilities of business
failures, will show their cyclical movements about as clearly as the season-
ally adjusted data for such smooth series as nonagricultural employment
and personal income.
Moving averages, however, suffer from the handicap of not reaching
to the current month. Since they are centered on the middle month of
the interval covered by the average, there are no values for the last
month(s). Thus, the advantage gained in smoothness is offset to some
extent by the disadvantage lost in currency. This is the price paid for the
improvement in the series achieved by smoothing it. Longer-term moving
averages would, of course, result in smoother series, but they would be
less current. The MCD span seems to offer a reasonable compromise in
terms of smoothness and currency. The seasonally adjusted figures and




Six Business Indicators and Their MCD Moving Averages, 1948—59
The chart shows the seasonally adjusted series for six widely used business indicators.
MCD curves are also shown for these series. For two—nonagricultural employment and
personal income—MCD equals one; their MCD curves are, therefore, the same as the
seasonally adjusted series. For the others, MCD is greater than one; their MCD curves
are, therefore, short-term moving averages with periods equal to MCD.
608
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Still another method of reducing extremes has recently been developed
in the Census Bureau's electronic computer time-series program. It is
an electronic technique that identifies and eliminates large irregularities
from each scries, thereby yielding a new series of original observations
that is free of extreme irregularities. The resulting values, designated as
modified original observations, will yield a smoother set of seasonally
adjusted figures when divided by the seasonal factors. Further smoothing
can be accomplished by iteration—that is, the modified original obser-
vations can be treated as the original observations and run through the
same computer program. This will give not only new, further modified
original observations, but also purer seasonal factors and still smoother
seasonally adjusted series.
Accuracy Requirements
Everyone agrees that statistics should be accurate. The question is:
how accurate?
It is pointless to say that "the figures should be absolutely accurate"
or "as accurate as possible" because this does not take into account the
particular uses to which the statistics are put, nor does it recognize the
connection between the need for statistics and the cost of collecting and
compiling them.
An approach to determining the accuracy required for statistics
used in studies of business cycle fluctuations is suggested by the measure
MCD described above. In studies of the business cycle, the direction and
magnitude of change in economic series is of fundamental importance.
It is also important to distinguish persistent, cumulative changes from
irregular fluctuations. In series with a low value of MCDthisdistinction
can be made more promptly, or (with a given degree of promptness)
more accurately, than in series with high MCD. From this point of view,
then, one of the goals of statistics collectors should be to compile series for
which MCD is low (e.g. unity).
A distinction should be made between the part of the irregular
fluctuations that is due to measurement error and the part that is due to
real fluctuations. Where the measurement error is known, it is possible
to balance the costs and gains of reducing it. For this reason, measurement
errors (response, processing, sampling, and similar errors) should be
compiled for all series, and their relationship to MCD analyzed.
For some series, MCD can be reduced to unity by reducing the errors
of measurement. If this can be done at reasonable cost, it is an obvious
course to follow. For other series, the measurement error is already
relatively small and it may not be possible to reduce the irregular move-
ments to the point where the month-to-month movements in the season-
ally adjusted series are "cyclically significant." In such cases short-term
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moving averages of the seasonally adjusted series, with the period of
moving average equal to MCD, may be provided to aid in the inter-
pretation of movements in the series.
Of course, when a new survey is started to provide time-series data,
it is not possible to calculate MCD. Related series may provide useful
clues for tentatively estimating it. The effects of a procedural change in a
survey may also be difficult to judge, as it may have a significant impact
on the irregular component (i.e. enlarging the survey's sample may
substantially reduce the sampling error which contributes to the irregular
component). Experiments carried out by adding errorseries(i.e.
fictitious measurement errors) of increasing magnitude to the existing
series, and calculating the MCD for each such contrived series may be
helpful in these cases.
Historical studies are based upon "final" figures, whereas current
studies are, to a considerable extent, based upon "preliminary" figures,
usually subject to revision before they become final. Final, accurate
statistics are necessary for two purposes in business cycle analysis.
First, they provide the base for measuring the change between the
current and some preceding level; i.e.as a rule, the more accurate
the base, the more accurate the measure of change (unless the current
estimates are subject to a persistent bias). Second, they are needed for
historical research, where the basic principles governing the patterns of
economic change must be uncovered.
There is also an urgent need for prompt statistics. But promptness
almost always reduces accuracy. "Speed-up" statistical programs always
entail pressure upon respondents to report early. For this reason the
preliminary figures reported by some respondents are estimates rather
than book figures; in fact, respondents are usually requested to submit
estimates if final figures are not yet available. Furthermore, it is almost
always necessary for the data collecting agency, if time is to be gained, to
"close out" the survey with some reports missing. Estimates have to be
made for the missing reports. Preliminary figures cannot be expected to
be as accurate as those which are made up later when all the reports are
in. Thus, there is a conflict between the two important goals of accuracy
and promptness.
In interpreting current business fluctuations, it is important to know
how accurately preliminary figures do, in fact, reflect the final figures.
Inaccurate preliminary figures could seriously limit the usefulness of
business indicator series for current analysis.
Two studies of the accuracy of preliminary figures are shown here.
The first shows the effects of revisions in the Census Bureau series on new
orders for durable manufactures. Under the present system, three figures
become available for each month: (1) an advance report, fifteen days
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TABLE 18.3
Comparison of Month-to-Month Percentage Changes from Advance, Preliminary, and






March to April —0.8 —7.4 —5.7 +4.9 —1.7
April to May +3.8 +4.2 +5.4 —1.6 —1.2
May to June +1.9 +3.2 +7.3 —5.4 —4.1
June toJuly +2.5 +1.1 +2.2 +0.3 —1.1
July to August —2.1 —1.8 —2.7 +0.6 +0.9
August to September +6.7 +3.4 +5.6 +1.1 —2.2
September to October +4.7 +5.1 +5.2 —0.5 —0.1
October to November —2.6 +0.9 +0.3 —2.9 +0.6
November to December —1.0 —0.2 —0.7 —0.3 +0.5
1959
December toJanuary —2.5 +1.1 +1.6 —4.1 —0.5
January to February +9.7 +7.3 +7.3 +2.4 0.0
February to March —0.8 +1.5 +2.6 —3.4 —1.1
March to April +2.9 +1.8 +3.2 —0.3 —1.4
April to May —3.8 —4.4 —3.5 —0.3 —0.9
May to June +3.2 +4.0 +5.9 —2.7 —1.9
June to July —1.1 —3.4
July to August —13.5 —9.6
Average (without regard
to sign) 3.9 1.9 1.1
NOTE: The advance report is based on about 45 per cent of total new orders for
durable manufacturers, the preliminary report on about 55 per cent, and the final
report on about 65 per cent.
after the month covered; (2) a preliminary estimate, thirty days after;
and (3) a final estimate, sixty days after, with each successive figure based
on a larger sample. These figures are usually different and occasionally
the differences are pronounced, as can be seen in Table 18.3. However,
the average difference (without regard to sign) between the month-to-
month percentage changes in the advance and final reports between March
1958 and August 1959 was only 1.9 per cent. This difference is well below
the average month-to-month change of 3.9 for the same period (for which
the advance report was available) and of 5.4 for the entire post-World
War II period. It would, therefore, appear that the advance figures
provide a useful preview of the final report. Table 18.3 also shows that
the preliminary figure usually provides a more reliable estimate of the
final figure than does the advance report.
The advance report does, however, appear to have a downward bias
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TABLE 18.4
Comparison of Diffusion Indexes Computed from Advance, Preliminary, and Final






December to March 17 45 50 —33 —5
January to April 52 67 52 0 + 15
February to May 57 62 62 —5 0
March to June 67 71 76 —9 —5
April toJuly 83 67 71 +12 —4
May to August 57 71 67 —10 +4
June to September 74 76 81 —7 —5
July to October 76 67 83 —7 —16
August to November 43 43 76 —33 —33
September to December 19 52 55 —36 —3
1959
October to January 38 52 52 —14 0
November to February 76 71 71 +5 0
December to March 86 86 88 —2 —2
January to April 81 81 86 —5 —5
February to May 62 67 62 0 +5
March to June 43 43 43 0 0
April to July 50 43
May to August 24
Average (without regard
to sign) 11.1 6.4
NOTE: The diffusion indexes in this table are computed over three-month spans, and
show the percentage of2l durable goods industries reporting an increase in new orders.
(as does the preliminary report). The new orders statistics in the advance
report were lower than in the final report ten times out of fifteen with,
and twelve times out of fifteen without, the most erratic component—
transportation equipment. The diffusion index also has been consistently
too low, as is shown in Table 18.4. A study of different techniques for
improving the early estimates is under way at the Bureau of the Census.
In addition to improving the coverage of the advance report, a possibility
under consideration is to utilize past relations between the advance and
the final figures to adjust the early figures when they become available.
A more inclusive test is provided by our comprehensive diffusion
indexes, which measure the percentage of business activities expanding.
The diffusion indexes based on current data available for the first time,
the same series three months later and then again six months later, are
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































broad indexes, it should be borne in mind that two of the five major
components of the leaders are not subject to revision: (1) stock prices and
(2) initial claims. This table indicates that the early reported figures are
subject to considerable revision during the first three months, but are
largely stabilized after three months. More important, the table suggests
a bias in the underlying figures during the 1958—59 expansion. The figures
originally reported tended to be too low and were typically revised
upward, in both the leading and the coincident groups. The bias in these
figures may help to explain some of the early dissatisfaction with the
apparent rate of recovery.
A criterion for judging the reliability of preliminary estimates might
be that revisions of such figures should be smaller than the average
month-to-month change in the final seasonally adjusted figures. Where
the revisions are larger, the preliminary figures can be misleading and
should, therefore, be improved or discontinued. Where the revisions are
relatively small, publication of the revised figures might be undertaken,
say, only once a year. Where this goal of reducing the amount of revision
later necessary can be achieved by postponing the publication of the
preliminary estimates by only a day or two, it may be worth-whi]e to do
so.
Revisions occur not only because of more complete coverage and more
accurately reported final figures as time goes on, but also because of
revisions in the seasonal adjustment factors. The electronic computer
program requires some refinement in this respect because, at present, it
can produce changes in past seasonal factors even when only a few months
of additional data are added. A "control" on such revisions is planned for
the next major revision of the present program. Our thought is to develop
an optional routine which (1) compares the new seasonally adjusted series
with the old series in the computer, and (2) prints revised figures only
when the differences are significant. The tentative criterion for defining
a "significant" revision is that suggested above: one which is larger than
the average month-to-month change (without regard to sign) in the
seasonally adjusted series.
The difficulties of using preliminary figures preface other difficulties
involved in handling current figures. Thus, seasonal adjustment factors
are always based upon historical data. The implicit assumption of their
applicability to current data creates an additional margin of error. Also,
the smoothing of series, which can accomplish much for historical time
series, is considerably less useful on a current basis. That is, there are many
satisfactory smoothing formulas for eliminating the irregular factor from
historical series so that the underlying trends are clearly exposed; they
are not, however, applicable to current figures, because the data for the
future months needed for the computations are not available. Such
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limitations of the data are probably most significant at the very time when
the greatest accuracy is required—around business cycle turning points.
At such critical stages of the cycle, the magnitude of the cyclical change
is often smaller than at other stages. Obviously caution must be the
byword in interpreting current business fluctuations.
New Tools for Business Cycle Studies
Although "business fluctuations" have been a subject of study in
many universities and private research organizations for several genera-
tions, our understanding of the causes of business cycles and methods of
dealing with them is far from satisfactory. Twenty-five recessions have
been recorded in the United States since 1854. While there is a consider-
able amount of similarity among them, variation in severity, scope, and
duration is also a distinct feature, and the reasons for these variations are
still largely obscure.
Over the past few decades the National Bureau of Economic Research
has been engaged in a comprehensive study of business cycles. One of the
broad results of this work is an accumulation of evidence on the interplay
of economic forces which generate advances in total activity for periods
ranging from eight or ten months to several years, followed by declines
for what are usually shorter periods. In general, it appears that as the
forces for economic expansion become dominant, factors which work in
the opposite direction are brought into play and gradually spread and
gain strength. Eventually, these contractive forces overtake the others
and there is a reversal of the upward trend. But even while this reversal
is getting under way, expansive forces once again begin to spread and
gain strength, so that the new downward trend of economic events is
eventually reversed.
In the course of its attempt to identify and measure these forces,
the National Bureau has built up a large record of monthly and quarterly
time series to provide a statistical basis for the analysis. It has also developed
several analytical tools helpful in forecasting prospective business con-
ditions: a record of the typical sequence of economic fluctuations and,
more specifically, a list of series that usually lead; the diffusion index,
which provides a clue in making early judgments on shifts in the general
trend of business activity; and a technique that promises to be helpful
in making early judgments about the ultimate severity of a current
recession or the ultimate advance of a current expansion (see Chapters
3 and 5). Like the data to which they must be applied, these analytical
tools have important limitations. Nevertheless, they represent a significant
addition to our other, extensive but also weak, techniques for making
short-term forecasts of business conditions.
The National Bureau studies have been based upon large numbers of
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monthly series. They required, as a first step, the adjustment of each series
for seasonal variations. Seasonal adjustment computations have, in the
past, been laborious and costly. Similarly, calculations of various business
cycle measures have been expensive and slow. The mass handling of large
numbers of series by National Bureau methods was, until recent years,
extremely difficult to carry out on a time schedule that would make them
helpful in current analyses of business conditions.
During the past few years electronic computer programs have been
developed which have made possible the application of these methods of
business cycle analysis to current economic problems on a large scale.
One of these programs, a time-series analysis and adjustment program,
has been referred to above. It makes it possible to seasonally adjust large
numbers of series promptly and accurately and also to prepare smooth
curves of the results. Another program, a time-series dispersion program,
provides a method of analyzing groups of series in relation to one another.
It computes the rates of change of each series in the group for any specified
set of time intervals, assembles these rates into a series of frequency distri-
butions, and computes the average (mean) rate of change and the standard
deviation. The dispersion program also shows the median and each of the
decile rates of change for each time interval, the average for rising series
alone and the average for falling series alone, and the percentage of series
rising (the diffusion index). It compiles for each month a distribution
showing the number of series that have been rising (or falling) for one,
two, three, four, five, and six or more consecutive months, and the mean
of this distribution (average duration of run). It lists the direction of
change (+,0,—)foreach series over successive time intervals. The rates
of change are shown on a per month as well as aggregative basis. An
adaptation of this dispersion program permits computations from a fixed
month, say a business cycle peak, to each of the following forty-eight
months. Any peak or trough date, or series of dates, can be selected for
this variation of the standard program. Other criteria for selecting a
chronology, such as the dates of severe strikes, can also be used.
A large number of the measures computed by these programs are now
being used to follow current business fluctuations. Many others have to
wait until resources are available to check their usefulness. The programs
include no computations that could not be made by clerks. But they make
it possible to make large numbers of computations quickly and cheaply.
Consequently, they have made it feasible for the first time to organize
large numbers of series into a system for current business cycle analysis.3
5A full description of the time series analysis and adjustment program appears in
Chapter 17. A description of the time-series dispersion program appears as an appendix
to this paper. The National Bureau has also prepared an electronic computer program for
computing the measures of cyclical amplitudes and patterns described by Burns and
Mitchell in Measuring Business Cycles.
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Electronic computers have also had an important role in improving
the timing of statistical reports which provide the various data series used.
For example, the tabulation of the unemployment figures is now completed
about one week after the period covered by the data, compared to two
weeks previously. In addition, the estimates are better because an improved
estimation formula could be used on the computer, and considerably
more detailed data are tabulated. During 1960 and 1961 all the Census
Bureau's current surveys will be transferred to electronic processing,
including manufacturers'sales,orders and inventories,retailsales,
construction starts and put-in-place, and exports and imports. In all
these cases, the use of electronic computers will shorten release time by
several days. While the absolute amount of time is small, it should be
borne in mind that the saving constitutes a large proportion of the total
processing time. Further, the resulting tabulations are more accurate and
more detailed.
The impact of electronic computers on the statistical program required
for short-term economic forecasting can be summarized as follows:
1. They speed up the release of current statistics for use in business
conditions analysis.
2. They make it possible to carry out complex computations that
previously could not have been attempted manually. As a result, the
available statistics are more accurate and more detailed.
3. They stimulate the review of traditional procedures and lead to
new and improved techniques, by forcing the economic statistician to
make more explicit his assumptions at every step in a procedure.
4. They free the economic statistician from the costs and other burdens
of routine clerical work, leaving additional resources available for sub-
stantive analysis.
5. The speed with which the results of experiments are obtained
improves the efficiency and productiveness of research workers. A large
volume of data can be made ready for further analysis on short notice.
For example, large-scale seasonal computations that become necessary
because of revisions in original data, or because previous seasonals have
become out of date, can be completed quickly.
6. Electronic computers can also be programmed to make some
choices that eliminate the need for human judgment. The data can be
routinely tested for different characteristics and, depending upon the
results of such tests, alternative computations can be made, all without
human intervention.
Despite these contributions that electronic computers can make to
computations for economic analysis, careful review of the results is always
essential, because of the possibility not only of machine errors (which are
rare), but also of human errors in getting the proper data to the machine,
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in writing the computation program, or in failing to anticipate certain
contingencies with which the program cannot adequately cope. In
short, electronic computers can provide more detailed and better quality
data for making professional judgments, but they cannot be relied
upon to do the professional's work.
A Reporting System for Observing Current Business Cycle Movements
At the request of the Council of Economic Advisers, the Bureau of
the Census has been carrying out experimental work during the past few
years with a view to developing a method of appraising current business
fluctuations in a monthly economic report that takes advantage of both
modern analytical tools and data processing equipment. The particular
system developed thus far is summarized below.4
It seems necessary to use a large number of series in these studies,
partly to keep track of the many different processes, industries, and
geographic areas comprising the American economy, and partly because
of the limitations of individual series (i.e. inaccuracies of measurement
and irregularity of behavior). More than 300 series are presently used in
the monthly current economic report.
First, about forty economic series have been selected to indicate
broadly the short-term changes in the economy, following the recom-
mendations of Geoffrey H. Moore of the National Bureau of Economic
Research. These series have been classified into "leading," "roughly
coincident," or "lagging" groups. Fluctuations in these three groups of
series present a continuous, never-ending flow. Movements of the leading
series provide clues to subsequent fluctuations in the broad measures of
economic activities. The fluctuations of the roughly coincident series
measure the current performance of the economy. The role of the lagging
series is, partly, to confirm the movements of the coincident series and,
in some cases, to reflect conditions that may bring about turning points
in the leading series.
In addition to these general series, about 300 more are now being
used to follow developments in various sections of the economy in more
detail and to compute diffusion indexes. These include:
1. Average hours worked per week in the twenty-one major manu-
facturing industries. This group contributes leading series and knowledge
about the behavior of different industries (see Chapter 15).
2. New orders for durable manufactures, which has in the past been
'In preparing the monthly reports, valuable assistance is provided by Michael J.
Cordon, Allan H. Young, Betty F. Tunstall, and Marcia Peterson of the Bureau of the
Census.
It may be of interest to note that the preparation of each monthly report is accomplished
in a few days. and the results become available on the 16th, 17th, or 18th of the month
following that covered by the data, depending on how the week end falls.
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a reliable indicator of prospective business conditions. Furthermore, most
of the individual industry series in the new orders group have also
consistently led the corresponding sales figures (see Chapter 14). Twenty-
one series are included in this group.
3. Stock market prices, which have in the past also served as a sen-
sitive indicator of business conditions. The eighty-six Standard and Poor
stock market industry series, covering a total of about 500 individual com-
panies reported on the New York Stock Exchange, were selected. Many
of these individual series, as well as their total, are consistent leaders.5
4. Spot market commodity prices (twenty-two series), which have in
the past been a sensitive indicator of prospective business conditions.
Moreover, prices are of special interest because of the widespread concern
with inflation.
Initial claims for unemployment insurance, which are of interest
for two reasons. First, the aggregate series has frequently led business
cycle turns (cf. Appendix B). Second, initial claims data are available
on a geographic basis and are, therefore, helpful in studying the impact
of business fluctuations upon the different geographic regions. Forty-
seven labor market area series are now being used.
6. Employment innonagriculturalestablishments,forthirty-two
industry groups,covering employment inallindustries outside of
farming. This. group of series is one of the most comprehensive available
monthly, and it provides one of the best measures of short-term changes
in total business activity. The group includes twenty-one manufacturing
and eleven nonmanufacturing industries.
7. Industrial production(twenty-sixindustries).Itisobviously
necessary to have, in addition to the input measures of employment and
average weekly hours, comprehensive measures of output. The Federal
Reserve Board's indexes of mining and manufacturing production are
most appropriate for this purpose.
8. Retail sales, by kind of business (twenty-four series). Total retail
sales has been classified as a lagging series on the basis of its behavior
before World War II. During the postwar period, however, it has been
roughly coincident at the peaks and has led at the troughs of the business
cycle. Also, the amplitude of its fluctuations has been very mild during
this period.
9. A group of nineteen consumer price series, because of the import-
ance of observing closely any inflationary tendencies during business
expansions. Since these series in general have conformed poorly to business
cycles, they are not included in the various indexes described below.
10. Finally,severalquarterlydiffusionindexes of businessmen's
See Edmund A. Mennis, "Security Prices and Business Cycles," Analysts Journal,
February 1955, pp. 79—86.
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anticipations, compared with actual performance: (a) net sales of all
manufacturers, (b) new orders for durable manufactures, (c)freight
carloadings of nineteen manufactured commodity groups, and (d) new
plant and equipment expenditures.
Utilizing the statistical data listed above, the following statistical
measures of current economic trends are provided on a current basis:
1. Severity of recessions and vigor of expansions. Monthly comparisons
have been made between the declines from the peak to successive stages
of the 1957—58 recession and the declines over corresponding spans of the
1953—54, 1948—49, 1937—38, and 1929—33 recessions. First, the declines
were measured from reference peaks, that is, from peaks in general
business conditions. These comparisons span the full interval from the peak
in general business preceding the 1957—58 recession (July 1957) to the
most recent month for which data are available, and corresponding periods
of earlier recessions. Similar comparisons have been made between the
expansion starting from the business cycle trough in April 1958 and the
seven previous expansions starting in 1921, 1924, 1927, 1933, 1938, 1949,
and 1954. Tables 18.6 and 18.7 illustrate these comparisons, the former
being based on the data used during the 1957—58 recession and the latter
on the fuller list of series used during the 1958—59 expansion.6
"Specific cycle" comparisons were also made during the early months
of the recession and expansion. Specific cycles and specific peaks are
cycles and peaks of the aggregates, or averages, for each of the nine
groups of economic indicators listed above. Since the specific peak months
were not the same for each of the nine aggregate series, the historical
periods covered by these comparisons (peak month to current month)
were not the same for all groups of indicators. Here rates of change for
the 1957—58 recession (from the most recent specific peak to the most
recent month) were compared with rates of change over periods of the
same duration in earlier recessions.7
2. Diffusion indexes. A separate current diffusion index has been
computed for each, of the first nine groups of series listed above (that is,
one for average hours worked, another for new orders, a third for stock
prices, and so on). These individual diffusion indexes have also been
combined into averages, with the diffusion index for each group given
a weight, of one. The common quality that has been used to group the
series is their similarity in cyclical timing; thus, one general index has been
prepared for the group of five leaders (the first five groups listed above)
and another for the three "roughly coincident groups" (the next three
For further discussion of this type of analysis, see Chapters 3 and 5.
'Some comparisons of the use of specific and reference benchmarks are made in Pao
Lun Cheng and Leonard H. Lernpert, "Rates of Change and Cyclical Magnitude,"
Proceedings of the Business and Economic Statistics Section, American Statistical Association,
December 1958.
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groups).These eight groups are also combined into a single average
diffusion index (Chart 18.3). A three-month span is used uniformly in
all series to determine directions of change (for some groups, separate
diffusion indexes based on one-month spans are also compiled).
Although similar in general configuration, these diffusion indexes
are smoother than the corresponding diffusion indexes for the eight
NBER leading indicators, eight coincident series, and the twenty-one
indicators combined, when the latter are also based on three-month spans
(Table l8.8).8 Presumably the greater smoothness is due to the use of a
much larger number of series. Nevertheless, the diffusion indexes still
include a large irregular factor, as large as, or larger than, those in the
aggregate series for business failure liabilities and commercial and
industrial construction contracts(cf.Chapter17, Table 17.2). On
the other hand, the cyclical factor is also large. The ratios of the average
monthly amplitude of the irregular factor to that of the cyclical factor
are about two, which is smaller than that for most of the National Bureau
leading series. This suggests that comparisons made in these diffusion
indexes over two- or three-month periods can usually be relied upon to
provide an indication of cyclical movements.
3. Direction-of-change tables. The emphasis throughout the monthly
report on current economic conditions is upon measures of change:
change from the peaks of cycles, change from the standing three months
earlier, change from the standing at the previous month. The magnitude
of these changes is of obvious importance. In studying the cumulative
movements of the business cycle, however, the direction of change must
be given a great deal of attention. Persistent changes in the same
direction may be significant, even though small. Furthermore, to be most
helpful, a statistical system must have a general economic framework,
that is, changes shown by the statistical indicators must be interpretable
in economic terms. This is particularly important in the case of diffusion
indexes, which show only the percentage of series rising and do not show
which components are rising and which are falling. To provide such
information, tables have been prepared showing the direction of change
monthly in each of the component series. They show not only which
series are rising currently, but also how long they have been rising; in
addition, they indicate whether series are rising or falling consistently or
moving erratically. These tables, therefore, provide a convenient summary
view of changing economic conditions. Similar tables containing the rates
of change would provide more information, but they are also more
difficult to absorb.
The diffusion indexes for the 21 indicators that appear in Chapter 3 are smoother
than those based on uniform three-month spans, but use longer spans (four to six months)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Average Diffusion Indexes, Leaders, Roughly Coincident Groups,
All Groups, and Twenty-one NBER Economic Indicators, 1948—59
For list of component groups, see text.
Components are seasonally adjusted except stock prices, which have no seasonal.
Shaded areas represent business contractions; unshaded areas, expansions.
Diffusion indexes are based on 281 component series in nine groups. The nine groups
include the first eight listed in the text, with group 6—nonagricultural employment—
divided into two groups: 21 manufacturing industries and 13 nonagricultural industries
(including durable and nondurable manufactures).
Diffusion indexes are based on directions of change over three-month spans and are
plotted in the terminal month. Latest data plotted: August 1959.
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TABLE 18.8
Measures of Smoothness: Diffusion Indexes
Average Amp1itudes
OriginalIrregularCyclical Average
Observations Component Component Duration
0 1 C I/CMDof Rune
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Series
1. Comprehensive
(279 series) 14.2 11.5 6.1 1.9 3 2.0
2. 21 business
indicators 22.0 17.0 7.1 2.4 3 1.8
Leaders
3. Comprehensive
(197 scries) 21.2 17.1 8.0 2.1 3 2.0
4. 8 leading
indicators 43.7 38.4 11.8 3.2 6 1.7.
Roughly Coincident Series
5. Comprehensive
(82 series) 17.8 14.1 6.1 2.3 3 1.7
6. 8 roughly
coincident
indicators 30.0 40.8 22.1 1.8 6 1.8
a Average month-to-month change without regard to sign.
b Percentage ratios of the average monthly amplitudes of the irregular and cyclical
factors are computed for consecutive months (January—February, February—March, etc.),
two-month spans (January—March, February—April, etc.), three-month spans (January—
April, February—May), and so on. "Months Required for Cyclical Dominance" is the
first interval of months for which the average amplitude of the cyclical factor is more than
that of the irregular factor and remains so.
C The average duration of run is equal to the average number of consecutive monthly
changes in the same direction in the seasonally adjusted series.
NOTE: Computed from seasonally adjusted diffusion indexes based on directions of
change over three-month spans. Although the diffusion indexes are based on seasonally
adjusted data and hence presumably require no seasonal adjustment, the electronic
computer program used to derive I and C includes the elimination of seasonal (S). The
computed I, therefore, is no doubt somewhat smaller than it would be if this step were
omitted. The S figures so computed were, for the indexes on lines I to 6, respectively:
5.2, 9.1, 8.4, 20.9, 7.5, 34.1. These are closely correlated with the values of fin col. 2.
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The way in which these tables can be helpful in tracing the spread
of the 1957 recession, and subsequent recovery, is well illustrated by the
nonagricultural employment direction-of-change table(Table18.9).
This table shows that declines first occurred in durable and nondurable
manufactures. They spread gradually to other industries until, after
about a year, they had encompassed all industries except government.9
4. New measures. Further improvements in measures of business
cycle movements now in use and development of new measures are to be
expected. For example, experiments now being conducted indicate
that, after a few modifications, percentage rates of change in aggregate
series closely resemble diffusion indexes (which are based on the same
components) 1O Such averages are easier to prepare than diffusion indexes,
since they do not first require analysis of the seasonally adjusted component
series. They can, therefore, be more easily extended to additional areas
of the economy and to earlier periods. They can also be more readily
computed for weekly and ten-day series to provide prompter and more
frequent current data. Comparison of average rates of change and our
average diffusion indexes are given in Chart 18.4 and amplitude-
adjusted indexes based upon modified rates of change are shown in Chart
18.5.11 These indexes can also be used to make summary comparisons
of the patterns and timing of different business cycles, as is illustrated in
For other dramatic illustrations of the usefulness of direction-of-change tables in
studying timing sequences during the course of a business cycle, see Chapter 2, Table 2.1,
and Chapter 3, Table 3.3.
'°Thesemodifications Consist of computing the rates by the formula 200(B —A)/
(B + A) instead of l00(B —A)/A,where A is the value for the first period and B the
value for the second period. The rate of change can vary from —100 to infinity when the
Conventional formula is used, but only from —200 to +200 when the modified formula
is used. The second modification consists of expressing the rates in units which standardize
the amplitudes of their fluctuations. This is accomplished by dividing the individual
month-to-month rates for a series by the average month-to-month rate (without regard
to sign) for the series. These modified, standardized rates of change are converted to
indexes, as shown in Chart 18.4. The value for the first month for which the data are
available is set at 100, and the values for subsequent months are obtained by application
of the formula A(200 + r)/(200 —r), whereA is the value for the month preceding the
desired month and r is the modified, standardized rate for the desired month. Electronic
computer programs for these computations are described in section V of the appendix to
Chapter 17 and in the appendix to this chapter.
The average rates of change shown in Chart 18.4 are unweighted; that is, each rate of
change series is given a weight of one. Weighted rate of change series, where the rates are
computed directly from the aggregates, are also very similar to diffusion indexes. For
discussions of the relations between rate of change series and diffusion indexes, see Chapters
8 and 9. Also, Arthur L. Broida, "Diffusion Indexes," American Statistician, June 1955,
pp. 7—16; Sidney S. Alexander, "Rate of Change Approaches to Forecasting—Diffusion
Indexes and First Differences," The Economic Journal, June 1958, pp. 288—301; Bert 0.
Hickman, "Diffusion, Acceleration, and Business Cycles," American Economic Review,
September 1959, pp. 535—565; and the references in these articles. The modified rate of
change formula was suggested by Burns and Mitchell in Measuring Business Cycles, p. 143.
11Forother methods of deriving amplitude-adjusted indexes, see Chapters 4 and 19.
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CHART18.4
Average Diffusion Indexes and Average Modified Rates of Change,
Leading, Roughly Coincident, and All Groups, 1948—58
Diffusion indexes
Rates of change
Shaded areas represent business contractions; unshaded areas, expansions.
Diffusion indexes are based on 281 component series in nine groups. The nine groups
include the first eight listed in the text, with group 6—nonagricultural employment—.
divided into two groups: 21 manufacturing industries and 13 nonagricultural industries
(including durable and nondurable manufactures).
Rates of change (200(B — A) -i- (B + A)] are averages of nine unweighted group mean
rates of change (based on the same 281 component series), each expressed in units of its
1948—58 average.
Chart18.6. Further studies are needed to determine the properties of
these rate-of-change measures and, particularly, to what extent they can
supplement or supplant diffusionindexes. The amplitude-adjusted
indexes do show, however, that the last word has not been said on how
to measure current business cycle movements.
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CHART18.5
Amplitude-Adjusted Indexes of Leading, Coincident, and Lagging Series,
1948—59
Shaded areas represent business contractions; unshaded areas, expansions.
The scale used for the lagging series above is different from that used for the other
series.
See explanatory note after Chart 18.6.
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CHART18.6
and Lagging Series, 1924, 1949, 1954,
and 1959 Expansions
From reference trough dotes:
April 1958 October 949
August 954 July 1924
Four Logging Series
Leading, Coincident,







Eight Roughly Coincideni Series
0 +12
Months from reference troughs
See explanatory note.
Latest data plotted: December 1959.
+ 12
Months from reference troughs
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ExplanatoryNotes for Charts 18.5 and 18.6
The indexes shown in Chart 18.5 are averages of modified, standardized rates of
change (see footnote 10) for groups of sensitive business indicators. These rates of change
are amplitude-adjusted series that can be combined into indexes that facilitate com-
parisons of cyclical timing and pattern. There is a separate index for leading series,
coincident series, and lagging series. The values for January 1948 are set equal to 100.
The leading series in the top curve include series 1.0, 3.2, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.1, 8.0, 10.0, and
12.2: the roughly coincident curve includes series 13.0, 14.0,15.0,15.2,18.0, 19.0, 20.2 and
21.0; and the lagging curve includes series 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, and the consumer price index.
The names of the series corresponding to these numbers are given in Volume II.
The behavior of these indexes during comparable stages of four different business
cycles is shown in Chart 18.6. Here four business cycles are shown from peaks to the
twenty-fourth month after the troughs. They include the expansions starting in 1924,
1949, 1954, and 1958. The 1924, 1949, and 1954 expansions were selected because they
followed contractions of rather similar severity. In Chart 18.6 the trough dates are aligned.
The base for computing the percentage change is, however, taken at the level of the
previous peak which in each case is set equal to 100. Thus in this chart the indexes show
changes in four recent business cycle expansions from reference peak levels over equal
periods starting with the reference trough dates.
Thus, in January 1960, when these charts were prepared, December 1959 data for
the leading and coincident series used in these indexes had just become available. The
interval between April 1958, the date of the previous reference trough, and December
1959 is twenty months. Since the changes from the previous reference peaks seemed
most significant, each of the indexes was expressed as a percentage ratio of the previous
peak level. Since the data are plotted with the reference troughs all aligned, the expansions
all start at the same point on the time scale. The current expansion shows data for the
first twenty months of expansion and the earlier expansions for the first twenty-four
months. However, the contractions do not all start at the same point on the time scale,
because they all differed in duration,
ConcludingNotes
These studies of current business conditions, as noted in the above
discussion, do not depend upon one single statistical method. A close
watch is kept upon series and measures that have in the past been reliable
indicators of future business conditions. Rates of change and diffusion
indexes are closely observed and compared with the rates of change and
diffusion indexes at corresponding periods of earlier recessions. The scope
and amplitude of the 1957—58 recession were compared with those of
earlier recessions and similar comparisons have been made for the current
expansion.
Similarly, reliance is not placed on a small number of economic series.
Groups of different series representing many economic activities—well
over 300—have already been used, and more will probably be added.
These studies have been and will continue to be supplemented by different
kinds of statistical analyses of as yet uncovered areas of economic activity
and by seasonally adjusted key weekly series.
With the wisdom of hindsight, it will be possible in the future to make
a more objective and comprehensive appraisal of this current business
cycle study program. In the meantime, it is important to conclude this
paper on a note of caution.
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It is true that impressive gains have been made in economic analysis
in the past few decades. The techniques and data now employed are the
product of research that has been carried on by many imaginative and
industrious economic analysts over nearly half a century. The statistics
are, in general, compiled promptly and accurately by carefully tested
methods; they are well stratified by cyclical timing, industry, and geo-
graphic area. The electronic computer makes the involved computations
with dazzling speed and complete accuracy.
On the other hand, the economic principles governing short-term
fluctuations are only partly understood. The structure of the theoretical
model upon which methods described above are based is incomplete.
For example, further analysis needs to be done to explain why a recession
that ultimately becomes severe usually begins with a relatively sharp
decline. Also, we need to explain why series which may be expected to
lead usually do lead, but sometimes do not. Why does the sequence of
turns in economic processes vary from one cycle to another? Again,
how should we take account of the fact that the economy of this country
is ever changing, with industries, institutions, and geographic areas
frequently undergoing alterations in relative importance, so that series
that are good indicators at one period may be poor indicators at another?
Furthermore,thestatisticaltechniques for short-term economic
analysis are still in the developmental stage. The data used in these
studies leave something to be desired. Some of the most important economic
magnitudes are available only quarterly, and not enough weekly series
are available. The series are often revised, they are subject to various
measurement errors, and the underlying trend is more often than not
obscured by irregular fluctuations. Consequently the reporting system
described above is used only to supplement the more conventional types
of current business analysis, not to replace them.
For such reasons, the best economic models, the most reliable data,
and the most powerful electronic computers may reduce—but cannot
entirely sweep away—the haze that obscures the pattern of future economic
fluctuations from our view.
Appendix: Electronic Computer Time Series Dispersion Program'2
An electronic computer program, which computes a variety of
measures showing the behavior of components in relation to aggregates,
is used to supply many of the measures described in the text. It is available
for the Univac Scientific Computer (1105), and a simplified version is
i2TheUnivac Scientific Computer (1105) program was written by George M. Heller
and Herman Hess of the Bureau of the Census.
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available for the Univac I. A description of the measures computed and
a sample print-out of each of the tables follows:
I. DETAILED MEASURES
1. A frequency distribution for each month of the rates of change over
any specified interval, such as the rate of change from the preceding
month or from the same month a year ago. The class intervals are in
uniform Units of two percentage points up to plus and minus forty; the
open end classes are over plus and under minus 40 per cent.
The program also provides for showing changes from one up to 48
months from a fixed point in time, e.g. a trough or peak. The interval
over which the computations are made are not fixed in advance, but
specified at the time each run is made.
2. The characteristics of the direction of change of the component
series are measured. These measures include the percentage of series
rising, the percentage of series f1ling, and the percentage of series not
changing. (A movement between —0.1 and +0.1 per cent is considered
as showing no change.)
A diffusion index, for which series showing no change are divided
equally between the falling and rising groups, is given. This measure is
supplemented by a net diffusion index, which shows the percentage of
rising series less the percentage of falling series.
The average percentage change for all the series, for the rising series
alone, and for the falling series alone are computed. These averages are
also converted to a per month basis. The standard deviation of each
frequency distribution is shown.
3. A distribution shows for each selected interval the percentage of
component series rising,the percentage falling, and the percentage
showing no change for one, two, three, four, five, and six or more con-
secutive months. These figures are supplemented by the average duration
of run for the series.
4. The decile rates of change are computed. These measures show
the rate of change exceeded by 10 per cent of the series (9tI decile),
20 percent of the series (8tldecile),etc. The fifth decile is the median.
II. SUMMARY TABLES
1. One summary table brings some of these measures together as
time series. The measures shown in this summary table are (1) the diffusion
index, (2) the net diffusion index, (3) the cumulated average percentage
change of all series starting with 100%, (4) the average percentage change
of all series, rising series, and falling series, (5) the average percentage
change per month of all series, rising series, and falling series, (6) the
standard deviation, and (7) the average duration of run.
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2. Another summary table shows a distribution of percentage changes
for successive months from peaks or troughs. In this table an asterisk is
placed next to the value for the class interval containing the median value.
When these asterisks are connected manually, the result is a curve showing
median rates of change over successively longer periods as a recession or
recovery proceeds.
III. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
1. An optional routine provides for printing the input data in addition
to the dispersion measures; that is, it provides for printing the identifi-
cation of each series, the original observations and the rates of change over
the specified intervals. The input for this program is punched cards. In
preparing the punched cards, the special instructions for the Univac
seasonal program should be followed. For most purposes series used for
the dispersion run should be free of seasonal variations.
2. A single punching error can seriously affect the results of both the
seasonal adjustment and the dispersion runs. The punching instructions
must, therefore, be painstakingly followed, and the punching carefully
verified. At the Census Bureau all cards punched for this run are listed
and the listings are checked against the original observations.
3. The standard routine provides for computing the rates of change
by a special formula, 200(B —A)/(B+ A), where A is the value for the
first period and B the value for the second period. This formula makes the
positive and negative changes symmetrical about 0; they can vary from
+200% to —200%. The results are very similar to those obtained from
the conventional formula lOO(B —A)/A,except when there are large
positive changes. The A used in the denominator of the conventional
formula is replaced by an average of A and B in the alternative formula.
An optional routine is also available for obtaining the percentage changes
by the conventional formula, l00(B —A)/A.
4. An optional routine provides for showing the percentage changes
in units of a measure of dispersion. This technique makes the amplitudes
of each of the different series used in a run about the same. Where this
option is taken, averages of different series are meaningful. Under this
option, the class intervals used in the frequency distributions are expressed
in units of the same measure of dispersion.
5. The standard program provides for unweighted averages of series.
An option also provides for weighted series expressed as indexes (as well
as in actual units such as dollars). The weights desired may be included
on the punched cards, or the average size of a series can automatically
be used as its weight.
6. A punched paper tape provides for the selection of options. These
must be specified before the program is run.
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7. The program could easily be adapted to take tape rather than
punched cards as the input. It could also be adapted to obtain different
parts of the program separately, but this does not seem worth-while
because of the speed of the program. Work charts, similar to the Univac
seasonal program charts but on a semilog basis, will be added to the
program as soon as resources become available.
8. The running time of the program is as follows: Input takes about
ten seconds per series if input data are to be printed and about two
seconds per series if the input data are not to be printed. Output takes
three seconds per output table with a maximum total of about ten minutes
for all possible output tables. In addition, approximately two minutes is
required for setup, starting, and other operational steps. The computing
is carried on simultaneously with input and output operations so it
requires no measurable extra time.
637Sample Tables from Actual Print-Out of Detailed Measures of Dispersion
Red uced
TABLE1:SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ORIGINAL OBSERVATIoNS
ONE DE TWENTY-rOAR COMPONENT SERIES or TOTAL RETAIL SALESR. JANUARY 1951—JANUARY 1950
RETAIL DALES;JON.1951—JAN.1950
I PL' UA'N SERIESRASN8
TYAR JAN PEA MAR APR AT JUN JUL AUG SEP ACT NRA 0CC
l°Sl 905 BAN 819 003 807 BIN All MAR BIN 826 861 Nfl
I°S2 033 840 ROB ADS aMA BR? 8,1 096 R38 RU) RAN 918
1953 052 PAR 870 R35 952 BAR 874 BAR 832 RAG RB? 870
ISA 023 82? RON 957 BRA BOA $62 859 RAM 867 870 MAR
IDS 902 BAA BAR Al? BRA 87? ONR 001 R2A R23 914 913
lS6 976 Ron 915 993 9RJ OAR 974 971 R89 MIS MAR OGR
IS7 R3N 022 9NA 905 974 10GB 1094 1Q57 103R RAS NRA 1037
IRSA 008 93! 1012 108 1(141 ROAD IURR 1134 ROSS 1042 TOSI 1089
ISR 1077
DCPARTMENT STOUC DALES COMPONENT.
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TABLEGE:MONTH-TO-MONTHPERCENTAGE CHANGES
ONEor TNENTY-rooH COMPONENT SERIES OF TOTAL RETAIL SALES"JANUARY 1991-JANUARY 1959
RETAIL SALES:JAN. 1951-JAN. 1959





















JAT 5:—FEB1 — U.! "EB 91 —NAN 91 — 7.9 MAR SI A"R 51— 1.9 APR NI —MAT SiN 0.9
MAY N:— J:N91A Ii JUN 51 —JALNiA Y JUL 51—A::oNi+ 2.R AUG Ni —SEPNi — 2.A
SE' NI—JCT SI • 0.5 VET 51—NOA N1A ".2 NOV NI. DCCSI— 2.7 BEE Ni —JAN52. A.A
JN'I 9—RTR 92— 1.9 'ER 52 —HAA92 —l.A RAM 92 .APR92— 0.3 APR 92 —MAY52A H.P
MN"04—JUNG?"U.N JUNO2—JULS2".7 JULN2—AUGN2+7.R AUG92—9Ep52-6.A
SE' N4 — ::TT 57A 7.7 OCT 52—NOV 52— 2.1 NOV 92 • DEE 52 • 3.R BEE 52JAN 93. 7.1
JB:53 —EER 51"0.3 'Eq 93—RAHS3 AI•7 MAR53— APR93—A.A APR93.-MATS3AR.R
IIA" NJ—JUN43— 0.': JUN 93 —JUL 93 — 2.N JAL 93 — A::G93— o.A AUG 93 . SEP53. '4.1
SE' 9.1— JET 93• o.R OCT 93—NOV 53A 7.0 NAy 53 —DEC 53 1.9 BEE 53 — JAN NA — N.H
.JAT NA—ETA N"— 0.1 'EN NA —MUH NA —.9 MAR GA — APR NAA N.3 APN SN —MAT NA— 1.9
MAYNAJU'AUU'l.A JUNNA—JULGA"".9 JULNA—MJGNA—0.9 AUOSN—BEPSA—0.5
SE° 94 — OPT AUA 2.1 GET NA — NOVNAA '.3 NOV BA — UEC SN• 3.9 OEC NN — JAN 99— 0.2
JA" NO —FEB pS— 9. PEN 55 — NBA 95A 1.9 MAN 99.ANN 59• 9.9 APR 95 — MAY 55— 2.5
MBV9O—JU1:U5—I.' JUN59.JUL5S"".2 JALNS—A'ISNS—9.9 OIJG5S—5EP9NA2.7
SA.BA —lET59 — 0.3 OCT 95 —NOV 99— ".0 NB 99 —DEE59— 0.1 DEC 95 —JANSNA 2.9
JA" NA — FEB 511— A.l PENH .NBA SN N.N MAN 511 — APRNHN 3.2 APR 96 —MAT SN— 0.3
MBA SN —JUN SNB 0.9 JAN NA — JUL NAA 77 JUL BA —1:10SN— 0.3 AUG SN —SEPNA+ I.B
SEN SN —VTpA— 7.A OCT SN —NOVSNA Ni NOV SN —BEEGA — O.N GEE SN •JAN97— I.N
JAY5JEE95T 1.lB E9N7—NNNS7'N.A MA957—ABR57—U.S APNS7—MNTS7"3.0
MA" 57—HIS oTA 3.2 JUN 57 —JUL 97 A JUL ST —BAGST 0.0 BUG NT —SEP97— I.?
SEN 57 —UET577lI OCT 57 —NOV57A 2.A NBA ST —BEE57B 5.1 DEE 57 —JANSN— 3.7
JB" SN—FEB9N — A.? EE$ NB —MANSBA H•7 BAN 54,—ANNGM— 0.3 NPN SN —MAYSNV 3.2
MAN So—JUNN B.M JUN SM —JULSA A JUL NH —AUGSMB N.j AUG NB —SEPSN— N.N
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TABLEZV:FREOTEOCTTHU PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER MEASURES:TWENTY-FOUR RETAIL SALES SERIES,
FROM DESIGNATED DATE
GEE ILES
1 2 3 A 5
—7.2 —O.A + 1.5 + T.N + 1.0
641
N 7 0 9
A D.A A N.9 TI2.2 +15.2
RETAIL GALES:JAN. 1051-JAN. 1050
OST.UF PCT CHANGES RF INO. SERIES FROM
FIRST TO LAST MONTH OF INTERVAL
PEISEP.NT EHANOC NUMOEN PERCENTEUM PE TO
UF DERIESUI TOTAL EOTRE'AES
APR1950 TO JAN155+
EHABAETERIATICA o• SERIES AT DIRECTION OF C lARGE
ALL RISNO.FALLING NO EHANUE
SEAIEO ARTN p0.1LESS —0.1 —c.1 TO +T.l
NUMBER DA IN




























+ N TO +10
+ VTO+ A
+ A TO + N
A7 TO A A









































TABLE V:SUCCESSIVE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS or PERCENTAGE CHANGES rRoM 005IGNATEII nATE
T8ENTO—r000 RETAIL SOLES SERIES, SEPTEMBER 19S'o—rERROARY 1956
100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 10-3,0 100.2 ISU.0 100.0 100,0 1:0,0 100,0 100.000.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
905CT CPA +0.7—0,9 • 0.5. 4.1 + 4.6 A 2.5 • U.? A '.0 • 7,7•'.0 +10,3 • 9,9 +10.2 +10,3 +10.3 + 9,7 + 9,7 + 7.1
OCT I5l"T+00.0 441.7 +60.4 '77.2 +74.2 +,,,4 '77.1 •7'.2 +91.0 ++.O +03.9 +91.7 +95.0 +45.9 '91.7 •07.S •87.S +91,7
642
RETAIL SALES:JAN. 1951-JAN.1959
PENCEPIT 015T91811T:0N5 OP PERCENTAGE CHANSES 006 SUCCESSIVE COMPARISONS
OHS2'49554 O554 OHSSA 09554 GOT5 0055A 8110-54 90504 AUG04 69054 49554 00054 AUG54
TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO TO 10 TO TO






UG5A AVS5o AS5A AG5A
TO TO TO TO
























+ 4 09 0
•4 '0 4 6
O 2 '0 + A
O'9 + 2 *
O TO — 2
2TO -A
— 4 TO — N

















































































4.2 11.2 0.5 4.2
4.2 4.2 4.2 0.3
4.28.342.516.74.20.3
12.5 8.3+ 18.7 '.2 0.5 A,2





4.2 4.2 4.2 11.2 8.5
A.2 4.2 4.2
4.2
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TARLEVI:DIFUSIANINDEACS,CUMULATED PERCENTAGE CHANGES, AND OTHERMEASURES, ONE—MONTH INTERVALS
TWENTY—roAR RETAIL SALES SERIES, JUNE 195A—JANUART 1959
RETAIL SALES:JAN. 1951-JAN. 1959 SUMMARY TAALE 2













JANSN—JUL'lb 665.8 —6.) 116.5 A 0.+ A'.9—2.6 A O.AA3,N —2.N 0.6
JULSNA0056 815,0 —50.9 114.8 A 2.' A '.9 —2.8 A 2.3 A3.9—2.5 0.6
AA555GEP56 A5N,3 Al2.S 17.8 — bOA 2,4— 5.5 — 1.0+2,A — S.S 1.7
SEPSN—OEISN +27.1 —45.8 116.2 — 1.6•3.3—3.9 — 1.6A3.3—3.4 3.9
OETS6—NAAS6 +75.0 A50.A 118,9 A 2.7 A A.2 •.9 A 2.7 AA.2 — 1.9 3.6
N005N—OEES6 A57,1 A6.2 118,9 — 0.0A1.6—3.1 — 0.0A 2.8 —3.1 3.6
OECN6—J4957 A31,3 —37.5 117.2 — 1.7A 3.8 •6.2 —fl + 3.R—4.2 0.5
J495'-'FE997 +75,0 450.0 119.0 .8 A'.2 —2.5 A.8 +3.2—2.6 3.3
#8857—MAps? 056.2 A8,3 118.7 — 0.3+2.0—3.2 — 0.3+0.0—3.2 3.1
016R67.6PR57 +62,0 025,0 118,9 A 0.2 +'.3—5.0 + 0.2A 33— 2.0 5.2
APRO7—M4Y57 R66.7 +33.3 120.4 A 1,9 A 3.8 —3.1 A.5 A 3,8— 3.1 4.4
M6997—J1j557 +58,3 •16.7 121,6 + 1.2 A3.4 —1.9 +.0 + 3.9 —1.9 3.9
JUN07—JULS7 A7%2 +58.3 123.7 0 2.1 A 0.0 —5.0 + 2.1•0.0—5.0 0.6
JULS7AAA57 +50,00.0 123.6 — 0.1A .0 —3.1 — 0.1+3.0—3,1 0.3
00007—5EP07 A59,6 —20.9 122.6 — 1,T+2.1 — 3.8 — 1.0A 2.7— 3.6 3,9
SEPS'—0E957 A31,3 —37.5 120.2 — 2.0A 1.8 —4.0 2.6 A 1.8 —4,9 4.1
oOrS'—N0057 +39.6 —20.9 119.5 — 0.'A 3.0 —3.S — 0.9+'.0—3.5 3.7
N092l—OErsl 487.5 +75.0 123.1 A 3,8 4,5 —1.3 A 3.6 A 4,5 —I.) 3.5
OEES7—Jn'98 .37.5 —25.0 121.9 — 1.202.0—3.0 — 1.2+2.8—3.8 3.6
JAN09—FE09 020,858,5 117,6 — 4.7+.6—5,5 — 4.3+16—S.8 5.11
FF855884898 +S6fl —12.5 118fl o 0.7o'.0—2.9 • 0,7 +3.5 — 2.9 6,7
86R59—MP#50 +I,0 +50.0 121.7 + 3,11+5,5—3.1 +3. + 0.5—3.1 0.6
APRON—MAYOR .60.4 +20.8 121,8 A 0.1 +2.2—3.1 A 0.1A 2.2 —3.1 2.9
MAA+8—J4899 +45.8 —8.3 121.5 — 0,'oA,9 — 3.1 — 0.9+2.6—3.1 3.2
.10959—JUl 58 +88,8 •37,5 123.1 + 1,+A,Q3,0 + 1.0+0.0—3.2 6.4
JULS9—60.58 +62.5 +22.0 125.0 A 1.9 4.5 •2.6 A 1.9+'l,S—2.6 6.9
N000P—GC'TO +33.5 —33,3 123.1 — 1.+2.1—A.fl — 1.94 2.1 —0.0 5.6
50p58—OE'SS .87,5 +75,3 125.2 2.1 A 2.7 —2,3 A 2.1+2.7—2.3 3.0
TFTSW—53AS1 A47.9 —4.2 24.7 — 0.5+ 2,9 —3,9 — 0,5+2.+—3.0 6.0
5090966Et9A +15,0 +50.+ 128.0 + 3.3 + S.) — 2.0 + 3.7 +5.3—2.6 0.9
TECS5JA.:59 .37.5 —55,3 26.7 — I.oA,9—3,7 — 1.302.8—3.7 6.2
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